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We give estimates of two exponential sums over finite fields for which Weil’s
estimates fail. Using our estimates and Cohen’s sieve method, we prove the conjec-
ture of Hansen and Mullen for the second coefficient in characteristic two when
the degree $7.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Fq be a finite field with q 5 p l elements where p is a prime number
and l a positive integer. A monic polynomial f (x) [ Fq[x] of degree n is
called a primitive polynomial if the least positive integer e such that
f (x)uxe 2 1 is qn 2 1. It is well known that f (x) is irreducible over Fq[x].
If j is a root of f(x) in Fqn, then j is a primitive element of Fqn, namely a
generator of the multiplicative group F *qn of Fqn. Davenport and Carlitz
studied the properties of primitive elements in the 1960s, obtaining asymp-
totic results. Recently, because of the applications of finite fields in cryptog-
raphy, coding theory, designing Costas arrays etc., various properties of
primitive elements have been investigated again with complete results being
sought (see Cohen’s survey article [2]). In [7], Hansen and Mullen conjec-
tured that with the three nontrivial exceptions (q, n, i, a) 5 (4, 3, 1, 0), (4,
3, 2, 0), (2, 4, 2, 1), there is a primitive polynomial of degree n with the ith
coefficient a prescribed (0 , i , n). For i 5 1 this follows from Davenport
[4], Cohen [1], Jungnickel and Vanstone [8], Moreno [13], etc. In [6], Han
proved that if n $ 7 and q is odd there always exists a primitive polynomial
of degree n over Fq with the first and second coefficients prescribed, so
that the Hansen–Mullen conjecture is true for i 5 2.
In this paper, we first give estimates for two exponential sums over finite
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fields associated with so-called q-bilinear polynomials. These are sums for
which Weil’s estimates fail to work (see [14], p. 45, Theorem 2G). Then
we use our estimates and the Cohen sieve method to discuss Hansen and
Mullen’s conjecture for i 5 2 and q even. We prove that if (n, a) ? (4, 0),
(5,0), (6, 0), there always exists a primitive polynomial of degree n $ 4
with the second coefficient a [ Fq .
2. ON TWO EXPONENTIAL SUMS
Let T(x) be the trace from Fqn to Fq. A polynomial b(x) [ Fqn[x] is
called a q-bilinear polynomial if
b(x) 5 O
0#i, j,n
aij x q
i
1qj, aij [ Fqn.
For b(x), we define a bilinear form
B(x, y) 5 T(b(x 1 y)) 2 T(b(x)) 2 T(b(y)).
If we consider Fqn as a vector space over Fq, it is easy to see that B(x,
y) is a symmetric bilinear form over Fq. Let V 0 be the orthogonal subspace
of Fqn associated with B(x, y), that is, V 0 5 hx [ FqnuB(x, y) 5 0, ;y [
Fqnj. We let d0 denote the dimension of V 0 over Fq. It is obvious that d0 #
n. In fact, d0 , n if b(x) ? 0. Now we compute d0 for the following special
case which will occur in the next section. From now on we let u [ Fqn be
such that T(u) 5 1. Let
a(x) 5 O
0#i,j,n
x q
i
1qj,
A(x) 5 ua(x).
Clearly, a(x) and A(x) are q-bilinear polynomials. a(x) can be viewed as
a function from Fqn to Fq and T(A(x)) 5 T(ua(x)) 5 a(x)T(u) 5 a(x).
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let V 0 be the orthogonal subspace of Fqn associated
with A(x). Then
V 0 5 HFq if pun 2 1;
0 if p;n 2 1.
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Proof. Using properties of the trace with A(x) as above, we have
B(x, y) 5 T S O
0#i,j,n
u(x q
i
yq
j
1 x q
i
yq
j
)D
5 T S O
0#i,j,n
u(xy q
j2i
1 yx q
j2i
)q
iD
5 T S O
0#i,j,n
uq
n2i
(xy q
j2i
1 yx q
j2i
)D
5 T SOn21
k51
On2k21
i50
uq
n2i
y q
k
xD1 T SOn21
k51
On2k21
i50
uq
n2i
yx q
kD
5 T SOn21
k51
On2k21
i50
uq
n2i
y q
k
xD1 T SOn21
k51
On2k21
i50
uq
n2i1n2k
y q
n2k
xD
5 T SOn21
k51
On2k21
i50
uq
n2i
y q
k
xD1 T SOn21
k51
Ok21
i50
uq
k2i
y q
k
xD
5 T SOn21
k51
SOn21
i50
uq
iD y qkxD5 T SSOn21
k51
y q
kD xD.
Hence B(x, y) 5 0, ;x [ Fqn if and only if o
n21
k51 y q
k
5 0, or equivalently
T(y) 5 y, which is the case when y [ Fq and ny 5 y. This finishes the
proof. n
Let c be the canonical additive character of Fq, b(x) be a q-bilinear
polynomial over Fqn. Define
S(b(x)) 5 O
x[Fq n
c(T(b(x))).
THEOREM 2.2. (i)When q is odd, uS(b(x))u 5 q(n1d0)/2.
(ii) When q is even,
uS(b(x))u 5 Hq(n1d0)/2, if T(b(x)) 5 0, ;x [ V 0;
0, otherwise.
Proof. It is familiar that c9 defined by c9(x) 5 c(T(x)), ;x [ Fqn, is
an additive character of Fqn, called the lifting of c. We have
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uS(b(x))u2 5 O
x[Fqn
c9(b(x)) ? O
y[Fqn
c9(b(y))
5 O
x,y[Fqn
c9(b(x) 2 b(y))
5 O
x,z[Fqn
c(B(x, z) 2 T(b(z))), where z 5 x 1 y,
5 O
z[V0
O
x[Fqn
c(B(x, z))c(2T(b(z))
1 O
zÓV0
O
x[Fqn
c(B(x, z))c(2T(b(z)).
For every z Ó V 0, c(B(x, z)) is a nontrivial additive character of Fqn.
Hence the second term in the above equation is zero. It is obvious that the
first term is qn1d0 if
T(b(z)) 5 0, ;z [ V 0. (2.1)
When q is odd this is the case because
T(b(z)) 5 T Sb Sz2 1 z2DD
5 T Sb Sz2D1 b Sz2D2 B Sz2, z2DD.
We observe that z [ V 0, so z/2 [ V 0, which shows B(z/2, z/2) 5 0. Also,
b Sz2D5 O0#i, j,n 14 zqi1qi 5 14 b(z).
Hence
T(b(z)) 5 2T Sb Sz2DD5 HAsT(b(z)), if p ? 3;2T(b(z)), if p 5 3.
This shows that (2.1) holds. So we have proved (i) and the first half of
(ii). For the second half of (ii), we now show that c(T(b(z))) is a nontrivial
character of the additive group V 0, if (2.1) does not hold. For z1, z2 [ V 0,
we have B(z1, z2) 5 0 and so
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c(T(b(z1 1 z2))) 5 c(T(b(z1)) 1 T(b(z2)) 1 B(z1, z2))
5 c(T(b(z1))c(T(b(z2)).
Therefore
O
z[V0
c9(b(z)) 5 0.
This proves the second half of (ii). n
Carlitz [3] gave the exact value for S(b(x)) when q is even and b(x) of
degree 3. We note that while Theorem 2.2 can be deduced from Weil’s
deep general results from [16], we have given a simple proof of this result
which will be of use.
We now discuss the mixed exponential sums associated with b(x). Let x
be a multiplicative character of Fqn. Define
Sˆ(b(x), x) 5 O
x[Fqn
c(T(b(x)))x(x).
The following result is new.
THEOREM 2.3. Let c be the canonical additive character of Fq, and let
x be a multiplicative character of Fqn (d . 1) of order d. Then
uSˆ(b(x), x)u # !qn 2 sq d0 1 2(qn 2 qd0)Ïqn,
where d0 is the dimension of the orthogonal subspace V 0 associated with
b(x) over Fq and
s 5 H 0, if q even and (2.1) is not true,
x(21), otherwise.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2, we have
uSˆ(b(x), x)u2 5 O
x[Fqn
c9(b(x))x(x) O
y[Fqn
c9(b(y))x(y)
5 O
z[V0
O
x[Fqn,x?z
c(B(x, z))x S xz 2 xD c(2T(b(z))
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1 O
z?V0
O
x[Fqn,x?z
c(B(z, z))x S xz 2 xD c(2T(b(z)),
where z 5 x 1 y,
5 (qn 2 1)x(21) 2 O
z[V0,z?0
x(21)c(2T(b(z)))
1 O
zÓV0
S O
x[Fqn
c(B(x, z))x(x(x 2 z))d21c(2T(b(z)))D.
Since B(z, z) is a symmetric bilinear form over Fq, c(B(x, z)) is a
nontrivial additive character of Fqn for z Ó V 0. So by Weil’s estimates [14,
p. 45. Theorem 2G], the absolute value of the inner sum of the last term
is # 2Ïqn. Therefore the absolute value of the last term is # 2(qn 2
qd0)Ïqn. Finally, if q is even and (2.1) is not satisfied, we have
O
z[V0
c(2T(b(z)) 5 0.
Collecting the estimates, we prove Theorem 2.3. n
3. ESTIMATES AND CALCULATIONS
In this section, q is even (a stronger result is possible when q is odd (see
[6]). Let
B(x) 5 O
0#i,j,n
xq
i
1qj. (3.1)
We have the following simple lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. Let a [ Fq. Then there exists a primitive polynomial of
degree n with second coefficient a over Fq if and only if there exists a primitive
element j [ Fqn such that B(j) 5 a.
Proof. Firstly, let f (x) be a primitive polynomial over Fq of degree n
with the second coefficient a and let j be a root of f (x) in Fqn. Then
f (x) 5 (x 2 j)(x 2 jq) ? ? ? (x 2 jq
n21
).
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Therefore
a 5 O
0#i,j,n
jq
i
1qj.
That is, j is a primitive element such that B(j) 5 a. Conversely, let j be
a primitive element such that B(j) 5 a. Then the minimal polynomial of
j over Fq is a primitive polynomial of degree n with second coefficient a. n
By Lemma 3.1, Hansen and Mullen’s conjecture for the second coefficient
reduces to the existence of a primitive element solution xa of the equation
B(x) 5 a, for each a [ Fq. (3.2)
Let Nq,n(a) denote the number of the primitive element solutions of (3.2).
To prove Nq,n(a) . 0, we use the Cohen sieve method. Let euqn 2 1
and define
M(e) 5 hj [ Fqn; j is a solution of (3.2)
and j is not any kind of eth power in Fqn,
that is, j 5 rd, r [ Fqn, due, only if d 5 1j.
It is obvious that uM(qn 2 1)u 5 Nq,n(a). Let e1, e2uq 2 1; then
M(e1) > M(e2) 5 M([e1, e2])
M(e1) < M(e2) 5 M((e1, e2)),
where [e1, e2] and (e1, e2) denote, respectively, the least common multiple
and the greatest common factor of e1 and e2. If [e1, e2] 5 q 2 1, then
Nq,n(a) 5 uM(qn 2 1)u
5 uM(e1)u 1 uM(e2)u 2 uM((e1, e2))u. (3.3)
Remark. (3.3) is a special case of Cohen’s sieve which had 5 terms (see
[12], Theorem 2]).
We also observe that this expression remains unaffected upon replacing
e by e*, the squarefree part of e.
To estimate uM(e)u, we need two basic facts which we use to construct
a characteristic function for M(e).
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LEMMA 3.2. Let j [ F *qn, euqn 2 1, then
O
d ue
e(d)
w(d) Oxd xd(j) 5 5 ew(e), if j is not any kind of eth power;0, otherwise,
where xd runs through all w(d) multiplicative characters of Fqn of exact order
d, e(d) is the Mobius function, and w(d) is the Euler function.
Let c be the canonical additive character of Fq. For c [ Fq, we use cc
to denote the additive character defined by cc(x) 5 c(cx), ;x [ Fq.
LEMMA 3.3. Let a [ Fq. Then
O
c[Fq
cc(a) 5 Hq, if a 5 0;
0, otherwise.
Using these, we can obtain a formula of Nq,n(a) in terms of exponen-
tial sums.
THEOREM 3.4. Let q be even and e a divisor of qn 2 1. Then
uM(e)u 5 u(e)
q
(qn 2 (d(a)q 2 1)(Sˆ(uB, 1) 2 d(a)q
1 O
1,d ue
e(d)
w(d) Oxd G(x21d ? c2a)Sˆ(uB, xd)),
where
u(e) 5
w(e)
e
,
d(a) 5 H0, if a ? 0;
1, if a 5 0,
and G(x 21d , c2a) is the usual Gauss sum of x 21d and c2a over Fq.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, we have
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uM(e)u 5 u(e)
q Oj[F*qn Oc[Fq cc(B(j) 2 a) Od ue
e(d)
w(d) Oxd xd (j)
5
u(e)
q Oc[Fq Od ue
e(d)
w(d) Oxd Oj[F*qn xd (j)cc(B(j) 2 a)
5
u(e)
q
(qn 2 1 1 O
c[F*q
O
j[F*qn
cc(B(j) 2 a)
1 O
c[F*q
O
d ue
e(d)
w(d) Oxd Oj[F*qn xd(j)cc(B(j) 2 a))
5
u(e)
q Sqn 2 1 1 Oc[F*q cc(a) Oj[Fqn c(cB(j)D
1 O
1,d ue
e(d)
w(d) Oxd Oc[F*q x21d (c)c(2ca) Oxd xd(j)c(B(j))
5
u(e)
q
(qn 2 (d(a)q 2 1)S(uB, 1) 2 d(a)q
O
1,d ue
e(d)
w(d) Oxd G(x21d , c2c)S(uB, xd )).
This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.4. n
THEOREM 3.5. Let q be even with e1, e2uqn 2 1, and [e1, ee] 5 qn 2 1.
Let e3 5 (e1, e2) and set
e9i 5 Sqn 2 1q 2 1 , eiD, Wi 5 2w(ei) 2 1, W 9i 5 2w(e9i) 2 1,
for i 5 1, 2, 3, where w(d) is the number of distinct prime factors of d. With
this notation, the following holds:
(i) We have
qNq,n(0) $ (u(e1) 2 u(e2) 2 u(e3)) Sqn 2 q 2 (q 2 1)Ïqn1«
2 (u(e1)W 91 1 u(e2)W 92
2 u(e3)W 93(q 2 1)) ? Ïq 2 sq« 1 2(qn 2 q«)ÏqnD.
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(ii) If a ? 0, then
qNq,n(a) $ (u(e1) 1 u(e2) 2 u(e3)) Sqn 2 Ïqn1«
2 (u(e1)W 91 1 u(e2)W 92 1 u(e3)W 93)
2 (u(e1)(W1 2 W 91) 1 u(e2)(W2 2 W 92)
2 u(e3)(W3 2 W 93)Ïq)Ïqn 2 sq« 1 2(qn 2 q«)ÏqnD;
where s is the same as in Theorem 2.3 and
« 5 H1, if n is odd;
0, if n is even.
Proof. Let
Gd 5
e(d)
w(d) Oxd G(x21d , c2a)S(uB, xd).
From (3.3) and Theorem 3.4,
qNq,n(a) 5 (u(e1) 1 u(e2) 2 u(e3))(qn 2 d(a)q 2 (d(a)q 2 1)Sˆ(uB, 1))
1 u(e1) S O
1,d ue91
Gd 1 O
d ue1,d;e91
GdD
1 u(e2) S O
d ue92,d;e93
Gd 1 O
d ue2,d;e92
GdD
1 (u(e2) 2 u(e3)) O
1,d ue93
Gd 2 u(e3) O
d ue3,d;e93
Gd.
Since xd induces the trivial character on Fq if and only if du(qn 2 1)/
(q 2 1), we have
uG(xd, c2a)u 55
q 2 1, if dUqn 2 1q 2 1 and a 5 0;
0, if d;qn 2 1q 2 1 and a 5 0;
1, if dUqn 2 1q 2 1 and a ? 0;
Ïq, if d;qn 2 1q 2 1 and a ? 0.
(3.4)
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Using the estimates for S(uB, xd) from Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, together
with (3.4) to bound Gd, we finish the proof of Theorem 3.5. n
PROPOSITION 3.6. With the notation of Theorem 3.5, we obtain the follow-
ing conditions for Nq,n(a) . 0.
(i) Let n $ 5. If u(e1) 1 u(e2) 2 u(e3) . 0 and
qn/421 $
Ï3
u(e1) 1 u(e2) 2 u(e3)
(u(e1)W 91 1 u(e2)W 92 2 u(e3)W 93), (3.5)
then Nq,n(0) . 0.
(ii) Let n $ 4 and a ? 0. If u(e1) 1 u(e2) 2 u(e3) . 0 and
qn/421/2 $
3
u(e1) 1 u(e2) 2 u(e3)
(u(e1)W1 1 u(e2)W2 2 u(e3)W3), (3.6)
then Nq,n(a) . 0.
Proof. We observe that
Ïqn 2 sq« 1 2(qn 2 q«)Ïqn , Ï3q3n/4
qn 2 q 2 (q 2 1)Ïqn1« , (q 2 1) ? qn21
and
qn 2 Ïqn1« .
1
Ï3
qn.
Rearrange the inequalities in Theorem 3.4 and apply the above observations
to obtain (3.5) and (3.6). n
To obtain a first lower bound on q which ensures Nq,n(a) . 0, we proceed
as in Section 3 of [6]. To this end, we let u0 5 (1/4 2 1/n)21, u1 5 (1/4 2
1/2n)21. We suppress the details and produce only the tables—the reader
can then easily reconstruct the complete proofs by consulting [6] for a guide.
PROPOSITION 3.7. (i) Let n $ 7. Then Nq,n(0) . 0 if
w Sqn 2 1q 2 1 D$ An.
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(ii) Let n $ 4 and a ? 0. Then Nq,n(a) . 0 if
w Sqn 2 1q 2 1 D$ Bn.
In the above, An and Bn are taken from Table 3.1.
Proof. Take e1 5 qn 2 1, e2 5 1, and e3 5 1. Then (3.3) and (3.4) become
qn/421 . Ï3 ? 2w(q
n
21/q21) (3.7)
qn/421/2 . 3 ? 2w(q
n
21). (3.8)
Mimicking the argument of Proposition 3 from [6], we give the values of
An and Bn in Table 3.1. n
By choosing e1 and e2 suitably, we can obtain better lower bounds for
qn/421/2, which ensures Nq,n(a) . 0.
We proceed as Cohen did in [2]. Let
qn 2 1 5 c b11 ? ? ? c
bk
k p
a1
1 ? ? ? p
as
s
where cis, pis are distinct prime numbers with p1 , p2 , ? ? ? , ps and ci
such that
ciuq 2 1, ci;qn 2 1q 2 1 .
TABLE 3.1
n u0 u1 An Bn
4 8 145
5 20 S:d p 66
6 12 6 p 46
7 SKd SKg 42 37
8 8 AHd 145 31
9 DHg DHj 46 28
$10 S:d 5 66 26
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Take
e1 5 c
b1
1 ? ? ? c
bk
k p
a1
1 ? ? ? p
at
t p
at11
t11 ? ? ? p
al
l
e2 5 c
b2
1 ? ? ? c
bk
k ? p
a1
1 ? ? ? p
at
t p
al11
l11 ? ? ? p
as
s ,
where l 5 [(s 2 t)/2] 1 t.
Then using the earlier notation we find that
e3 5 c
b1
1 ? ? ? c
bk
k ? p
a1
1 ? ? ? p
at
t ;
e91 5 p
a1
1 ? ? ? p
al
l ;
e92 5 p
a1
1 ? ? ? p
at
t ? p
al11
l11 ? ? ? p
as
s ;
e93 5 p
a1
1 ? ? ? p
at
t .
Since
u(e1) 5
u(e3)u(e91)
u(e93)
, u(e2) 5
u(e3)u(e92)
u(e93)
.
Condition (3.4) simplifies to
qn/421 $
Ï3
u(e91) 1 u(e92) 2 1
(u(e91)W 91 1 u(e92)W 92) (3.9)
when u(e91) 1 u(e92) 2 1 . 0.
We consider the case n 5 7 and take t 5 0; then l # 21, which gives
u(e91) $ Hj 3 SsKl 3 FfSd 3 Jj:a 3 (AaAaSd)17 8 0.685 and u(e2) $ 0.685. Hence if
qn/421 . 3 ? 222, then Nq,n(0) . 0.
Similarly we can get the lower bounds appearing in Table 3.2.
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let n $ 7 and Cn be taken from Table 3.2. If
qn/421 $ Cn, (3.10)
then Nq,n(0) . 0. n
For a ? 0, we take a process similar to that which gave Nq,n(0) . 0 to
get lower bounds. Let
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TABLE 3.2
n t u(e1) $ u(e2) $ Cn
7 0 0.685 0.685 3 3 222
8 23 0.531 0.531 288
9 0 0.512 0.512 21 3 225
$10 4 0.532 0.532 239
qn 2 1 5 pa11 ? ? ? p
as
s , with p1 , p2 , ? ? ? ps,
e1 5 p
a1
1 ? ? ? p
at
t ? p
at11
t11 ? ? ? p
al
l ;
e2 5 p
a1
1 ? ? ? p
at
t p
al11
l11 ? ? ? p
as
s ,
where l 5 [s 2 t/2] 1 t.
Then e3 5 (e1, e2) 5 p
a1
1 ? ? ? p
at
t . Let E1 5 e1/e3, E2 5 e2/e3. Condition
(3.5) is changed into
qn/421/2 $
3
u(E1) 1 u(E2) 2 1
(u(E1)W1 1 u(E2)W2). (3.11)
In a similar manner to Proposition 3.7, we obtain Table 3.3.
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let n $ 4 and a ? 0. If
qn/421/2 $ Dn, (3.12)
where Dn is taken from Table 3.3, then Nq,n(a) . 0.
To conclude we check all qn not satisfying (3.10) or (3.12). We factor
completely qn 2 1 when qn is small and find small prime factors of qn 2 1
when qn is large. Then we use one of the inequalities (3.9) or (3.11) or
Theorem 3.4 to check when Nq,n(a) . 0. Doing this we obtain
PROPOSITION 3.10. (i) Let
S0 5 h(7, 24), (7, 23), (7, 22), (8, 23), (8, 22), (9, 22), (10, 22), (12, 22)j.
If n $ 7 and (n, q) Ó S0, then Nq,n(0) . 0.
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TABLE 3.3
n t u(e1) $ u(e2) $ Dn
4 23 0.531 0.531 288
5 4 0.532 0.532 239
6 3 0.537 0.537 21 3 225
7 3 0.575 0.575 7 3 221
8 3 0.606 0.606 5 3 217
9 3 0.620 0.620 13 3 215
$10 3 0.634 0.634 3 3 216
(ii) Let
S1 5 h(4, 2k)u2 # k # 12j < h(4, 215), (5, 28), (5, 26), (5, 24), (5, 23), (5, 22),
(6, 26), (6, 25), (6, 24), (6, 23), (6, 22), (7, 24),
(7, 22), (8, 23), (8, 22), (9, 22), (10, 23), (12, 22),
(14, 22)j.
If a ? 0 and (n, q) Ó S1, then Nq,n(a) . 0.
For every pair (n, q) [ S0 < S1, we designed a program with Mathematica
to search for a primitive polynomial with the given second coefficient by
using a computer and found that Nq,n . 0. So we finish the proof of the
final result.
THEOREM 3.11. For a [ Fq and (n, a) ? (4, 0), (5, 0), (6, 0), there exists
a primitive polynomial of degree n with the second coefficient a.
By Theorem 3.11, Hansen and Mullen’s conjecture holds for the second
coefficient if n $ 7 and q even. Finally, we observe that by Proposition 3.6,
Hansen and Mullen’s conjecture holds for the second coefficient if
(n, a) ? (4, 0) with n 5 5, 6 and q is large enough.
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